
TECHNICAL BULLETIN  TB‐AMO‐19‐01     8‐May‐2019 

Normally, the visual inspection of the carry bar is conducted annually to detect if there are sharp edges 
or any damage to the carry bar components. 

Wealden Rehab has decided to enhance the carry bar inspection criteria by adding an inspection point 
between the swivel pin and the body of the carry bar. Under normal conditions, there should be no visible 
gap between the carry bar and the swivel pin. Any carry bar that does not present a gap can be used as 
normal. 

If the swivel pin is exposed by 1.58mm (1/16") and there is play in the swivel pin assembly, stop using the 
carry bar. Without the screw securely holding the swivel pin assembly, the swivel pin could separate 
from the carry bar. 

Action to be taken by the dealer / main user: 

If you have an affected carry car (model CB‐GO‐LIFT‐REG‐1HK) please: 

1. Contact Wealden Rehab at hello@wealdenrehab.com or 0845 658 8411 to arrange the 
replacement of the carry bar.

2. Provide Wealden Rehab with the Serial Number of the affected carry bar.
3. Wealden Rehab will then ship a replacement carry bar.

We apologize for any inconvenience this may cause and appreciate your cooperation with this matter. 

ACCEPTED – no gap between swivel 
pin and carry bar 

REJECT ‐ 1.58mm gap (1/16")  

0845 658 8411  
hello@wealdenrehab.com 
www.wealdenrehab.com



 

 
A field safety notice has been released on the GoLift Overhead Hoist, relating to one batch of 
spreader bars which in some instances can become detached due to swivel pin issues. Please 
urgently check your spreader bar(s) as outlined in the attached document. All the following spreader 
bar serial numbers are affected; 
 

# Serial Number # Serial Number # Serial Number 

1 CB-9496 13 CB-9508 25 CB-9598 

2 CB-9551 14 CB-9509 26 CB-9628 

3 CB-9552 15 CB-9518 27 CB-9634 

4 CB-9553 16 CB-9519 28 CB-9636 

5 CB-9590 17 CB-9520 29 CB-9637 

6 CB-9591 18 CB-9521 30 CB-9638 

7 CB-9495 19 CB-9522 31 CB-9646 

8 CB-9498 20 CB-9523 32 CB-9648 

9 CB-9500 21 CB-9594 33 CB-9662 

10 CB-9501 22 CB-9595 34 CB-9664 

11 CB-9502 23 CB-9596 35 CB-9667 

12 CB-9507 24 CB-9597 36 CB-9919 

 
Please see the image below showing the position of the spreader bar serial number; 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
If you find your hoist spreader bar has one of the above serial numbers, please urgently follow the 
instructions below; 
 

1 Contact Wealden Rehab at hello@wealdenrehab.com or 0845 658 8411 to arrange 
the replacement of the spreader bar 

2 Provide Wealden Rehab with the serial number of the affected spreader bar 
3 Wealden Rehab will organise a replacement spreader bar 
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